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Analysis of Customer Purchase Behavior using Association Rules in e-Shop 1st Saucha 

Diwandari Medical Informatics Universitas Teknologi Yogyakarta Yogyakarta, Indonesia 

saucha.diwandari@staff.uty.ac.id 2nd Umar Zaky Information System line 3: Universitas 

Teknologi Yogyakarta Yogyakarta, Indoenesia umar.zaky@staff.uty.ac.id Abstract— 

Modern forms of trade and sales support systems are meant to give organizations 

flexibility when it comes to evaluating sales. It is essential to identify customer buying 

behavior to predict customer intent.  

 

Web usage mining is a method that can be used in this regard. The research aimed to 

find customer segmentation to help businesspeople identify products that customers 

are interested in, and the right strategy to increase the chances of achieving competitive 

advantage using the Apriori and FP algorithms. The research results showed that the 

Apriori algorithm and FP-Growth helped conduct evaluations, especially to identify 

which products are of interest to customers. It found that out of 217 products, only 3 

had the certainty of being purchased by customers.  

 

This information can help businesses to focus on selling specific products. 

Keywords—association, web usage mining, web log data, user behavior, data mining I. 

INTRODUCTION Businesses may use online activities to better understand their 

customers' behavior on e-commerce platforms. Consumer-related knowledge can help a 

company anticipate buyer needs and provide personalized services according to buyer 

preferences [1].  

 

Data mining techniques, particularly online use mining, make it simple to collect and 

analyze precise information about client activity in an electronic environment [2]. The 

information obtained will be put to use in the e-shop to improve customer service, 

attract new visitors, increase customer satisfaction to increase competitive advantage. In 



web usage mining, several techniques can be used to find user patterns, including 

classification [3][4], clustering, and association rule [2]. Association rule is a popular 

method used to explore information on the Internet.  

 

Discovering association rules, also known as market basket analysis, is a technique for 

finding association rules between a combination of items [5]. Association rule refers to 

pattern discovery and clickstream analysis with other variables collected or generated 

during customer interactions with the same or different websites. The patterns and 

models created are usually presented in a set of pages, objects, or anything that has the 

highest frequency of access [6]–[9].  

 

In this paper, we propose discovering association rules with various user session 

features related to product purchases. We identify customer buying behavior in Poland 

to predict customer intent using two algorithms, namely Apriori and FP-Growth. The 

research aims to find customer segmentation to help businesspeople identify products 

of interest to customers and find the right strategy to increase opportunities to achieve 

competitive advantage. II. RELATED WORK Several researchers have carried out studies 

using association rule mining methods [2],[8], [10]–[13]. According to G. Suchacka et al.  

 

[2], using the association rule method to find the probability of purchase in a user 

session depends on the product category viewed and the session id on the online 

bookstore. The results of this study indicate that users who view printed book products 

through an online bookstore for 10 to 25 minutes and have opened a website page 

between 30 to 75 pages have a probability of buying a book more than 92%. X. Guo et 

al. [10] utilized association rules to extract connectivity and correlation of passenger 

flows between various service lines in the city rail transport network.  

 

More important association rules (2-frequent itemset and 3-frequent itemset) provide a 

better understanding of the transfer behavior of city train passengers. In contrast, 

research with this paper [11] compared several methods in association rule mining to 

study the behavior of online shoppers and predict whether they will buy a product or 

not. In websites, the Apriori algorithm, which is from frequent pattern mining, can also 

provide recommendations regarding exciting links to be opened by customers in 

e-commerce [13].  

 

Another study [14] used association rules to predict human activity using temporal 

sequence patterns in accessing online videos. Various association algorithms are used, 

such as Rapid Association Rule Mining (RARM), Equivalence class clustering, Eclat, diffset 

Eclat (dEclat), and Frequent Pattern- growth (FP-growth). Association rule mining is used 

to predict and suggest web pages that are likely to be visited by web users; the data 



includes 2,370 web pages accessed by 77 different users [12].  

 

It indicates that the association algorithm can be used to predict web pages. Those 

studies show that association rule mining can be used for various purposes. Thus, in this 

study, the Apriori and FP-Growth algorithms performance analysis on the E-Shop 

web-log data will be compared to find out which algorithm is the best. III. RESEARCH 

METHODOLOGY Web use mining (WUM) is a technique for analyzing weblog data 

patterns to gain a better understanding of web users.  

 

Dataset collection, pre-processing, pattern identification, and pattern analysis are the 

four steps of the WUM approach [15]. We established the proposed conceptual 

framework for analysis, depicted in Figure 1. There are six stages to the structure. The 

types of datasets are defined in the 2021 IEEE 5th International Conference on 
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divides the input data in those datasets into dimensions.  

 

Stage 3 depicts the approaches used to create features from the incoming data and how 

customer behavior is modeled for predictive analytics. The prediction model is the 

fourth stage. Stage 5 shows tasks that enable the application from stage 6. Fig. 1. A 

framework of analysis for customer purchase behavior A. Collecting Datasets • Datasets 

of previous online sessions and shopping logs are used to track customer behavior in e- 

commerce. 1) Transaction. Purchases executed by customers within the E-commerce. 

Data layer dimensions involved, namely customer, product, time, channel, and location 

2) Customer: reveals the profile of every consumer and enables their segmentation. 

Input data features, namely demographics, clicks, session variables.  

 

A session is a series of pages viewed by the users during a specific visit. 3) Product: 

refers to the internet product's raw properties. Customers' purchasing information aids 

in recognition of preferences based on product features. The input data's value, 

description, and availability status are all characteristics. 4) Time: timestamps of 

customer transactions. Input data feature, namely timestamp and season 5) Channel: 

their characteristics define touchpoints between customers and an e-commerce 

platform.  

 

You can determine the value of a customer's purchases across several channels by 



knowing the customer's channel. Customer device and visit source are two types of 

input data 6) Location: consumer location data can assist in finding patterns based on 

customer geographical positioning. Input data features namely neighborhood and city 

B. Frequent Itemset Mining The purpose of frequent itemset mining is to identify 

recurring groupings of items in a database containing these transactions. Several 

different methods have been employed to mine frequent item-sets.  

 

This paper demonstrates how Apriori and FP-Growth can find comparable consumer 

groups and applications that require customer segmentation. All two methods must 

compute statistics for item-sets included in the final collection of often occurring 

item-sets. Support is a statistic that all four of these methods have in common. The 

overall count of how many database baskets support a candidate's frequent itemset is 

the candidate support. Support is sometimes expressed as a parameter that indicates 

how often an item appears in the dataset. The number of transactions in the data that 

contain item X is defined as the support of item X about a transaction T from a 

mathematical stand point[5].  

 

The parameter of support for a candidate itemset is calculated using the formula below: 

_ (_) = |_ ?  

; _ ? _| (1) In which _ (_) is the Support Count. Support is a parameter that describes how 

frequently an item appears in a transaction. If the total number of transactions is 'N,' 

then X support is defined as ______ (_ ? _) = _(_ ?_) _ (2) The apriori method has been 

around for almost as long as the notion of frequent item sets has been, and it is quite 

popular. Jeff's definition of apriori [8] is presented as Algorithm 1. TABLE I. APRIORI 

FREQUENT ITEMSET ALGORITHM Big-O analysis was not used to express the FP-Growth 

method. Jeff's definition of FP-Growth[8], is presented as Algorithm 2. TABLE II.  

 

FP-GROWTH ALGORITHM Algorithm 3 FP-Growth Frequent Itemset Algorithm 1: 

INPUTK—A—Mctf—u bacaecbi— M—Esa,fea— M—cefnaF—s—adww me—epmfap 

tW— _!_( F_( _|?______?|-_ _!_=;___?_(?_ _ ? __ %?_ OUTPUT: A list of item-sets F_ !(", _)_? 

__?___=___|?|_F____?|-_ (?_ F_ ! ? __ 4: for all % ? _ occurring in D do 5: F__! := F__! ? '_ ? _ 

_(_ Algorithm 1—Awmc mc—;mfqdfbe—Pefnafe—Ati mcepn hK— INPUT: A file " __ 

=|=?| __ ?_ >(= _?=_ ?_ |?__=!_ (_ =;__ _?_ ?___=_ _F_M, 2: OUTPUT: A list of item-sets FF 

"!_MG,_ (?_ METHOD: CK— oh—N— '_ _| ? _(_ <?_ _N___ 7?_ while Ck ?_OP_ do 7: # o 

nwdef—epf—adww mea— M—stt—usbWcWsef—cefnzafea— @K— ——————— 

for all transactions _ *, ___ ?_ " do 9: for all candidate item-sets X ?_ 

k do 10: If _ ? __?__ _ __?_ _________________________________ _. ,_____ + +_ _%?_ 

Q=-?_(_?_(___?__=;_ ?_|?__?=_?=__ _(?_ ____; k = __|_.  

 

,_____ > ___ _3?_ Q_<_ __(?__ ____( F|F(?__|?__=_?_ _<?_ for all _, _ ? / , __ ! = __ ! 0__ 1 = = 3 



- 1 _( F_ __3! < __3!_ do 16: I = _ ? ___3!__ _B?_ _______________ If ? 7 ? _, |7| = 3: 7 ? / 9 l1tm 

18: :9;< ? :9;< ? __ _9?_ ___________ 3 + +_ 2021 IEEE 5th International Conference on 
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6: # Create "i 7: "i ? ___ =_ ____ = ? ___ 9?_ ___ for all > ? __ __;__| __| _ "_ do 10: %? ,_____ (_ 

? _ , >_) = __?__ _ ___ = ? A ? _B_ 12 for all ( *, _) ? " C h _ ? _ do 13: "E ? "E ? _>, :__ _3?_ 

_Q?__?_??|_=?____;_=| _ _<?_ _________ 

 __;?__ F__ ? !("E)_ _7?_ ___________ F__! := F__! ? F__ ? !_ _ IV. RESULT & ANALYSIS The 

data collected included 210,814 logs from web log data in https://archive.ics.uci.edu/. 

The study relied on a set of log files from an online store that sold women's apparel. The 

210,814 entries in the dataset were related to spring and summer clothing in the areas 

of skirts and dresses, trousers, blouses, and special offers.  

 

The website was available in various languages, including English, German, and Czech, 

allowing potential consumers from beyond Poland to access it. The firm agreed to ship 

internationally, making it easier to fulfill requests from different parts of the world. 

Visitors' IP addresses were collected from site logs, and each address in the database 

was allocated to a specific nation based on geolocation. Due to several challenges, 

determining the user's nation of residence was not entirely achievable. In certain 

circumstances, domain names terminated in the letters.net,.com,.biz, or.org, and they 

were also recorded as text rather than numbers.  

 

The geolocation system would sometimes only show a continent, such as Europe, rather 

than a single nation. Table 3 presents the weblog file format used. TABLE III. EXAMPLE 

OF THE WEB LOG DATA With a description of the data as follows: 1. Year 2. Month ? 

April (4) to August (8) 3. Day ? day number of the mount 4. Order ? sequence of clicks 

during one session 5. Country ? IP address with the following categories as a variable 

denoting the country of origin: 1) Australia, (2) Austria, (3) Belgium, (4) British Virgin 

Island, (5) Cayman Islands, (6) Christmas Island ect 6.  

 

Session ID ? varible indicating session id (short record) 7. Page 1 (Main Category) ? 

concerns the main product category : (1) trousers, (2) skirts, (3) blouses, (4) sale 8. Page 

2 (Clothing Model) ? contains information about the code for each product (217 

product) 9. Colour ? (1) beige, (2) black, (3) blue, (4) brown, (5) burgundy, (6) gray, (7) 

green, (8) navy blue, (9) of many colors, (10) olive, (11) pink, (12) red, (13) violet dan (14) 

white 10.  

 

Location ? The screen has been split into six pieces based on the position of the photo 



on the page: (1) top left, (2) top in the middle, (3) top right, (4) bottom left, (5) bottom in 

the middle, (6) bottom right 11. Model photography ? variable with two categories: (1) 

en face, (2) profile 12. Cost ? cost in US dollars 13. Cost 2 ? variable informing whether 

the cost of a particular product is higher than the average price for the entire product 

category: (1) yes, (2) no 14. Page ? the e-page shop's number (from 1 to 5) A.  

 

Modelling In this study, two algorithms are used to form rules on sales transaction data. 

The a priori method aims to identify an association rule that meets the minimal support 

(supporting value), representing the combination of each item in the database, and the 

confidence (certainty value), which means the strong link between objects in the 

association rule. The FP-Growth method may directly extract frequent itemset from 

FP-Tree using FP-Tree 1) Formation of 1-itemset: In this study, transaction data was 

used.  

 

Because the minimum number supplied is 100, the method of creating C1, also known 

as 1-itemset, involves calculating the frequency of occurrence of item-sets or frequent 

item-sets in transaction data and setting the minimum value. [9][16]. Thus, out of 217 

products, only 15 products are used from total transactions collected which were 903 in 

Poland. The types of products that fulfill the minimum value of a frequent itemset or the 

required occurrence frequency are as follows: TABLE IV. FREQUENT ITEMSET Itemset 

,ytqctml A1 132 A2 149 A4 135 A5 116 A11 133 A15 141 A17 100 B4 180 B10 139 B13 

101 C5 105 P1 183 P6 110 Field Meaning Year 2008 Month 4 Day 1 Order 1 Country 29 

Session ID 1 Main Category 1 Clothing Model A13 Colour 1 Location 5 Model 

Photography 1 Cost Cost 2 28 2 Page 1 2021 IEEE 5th International Conference on 
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P15 107 P16 102 2) Combination of 2-Itemset: Constructing C2, identifying the 

frequency of occurrence of a combination of two items in transaction data and 

estimating the value of its support, also known as a 2-itemset (equation 1). With 0.04 as 

an example, the following combination fulfills the stated minimum support. TABLE V.  

 

MINIMUM SUPPORT AND CONFIDENCE 2-ITEMSET 3) Combination of 3-Itemset : C3, 

also known as the 3-itemset, assesses the value of support by determining the 

frequency of occurrence of a combination of three items in transaction data. 4) 

Formation of Association Rules: Forms association rules govern how itemsets on 

transactions, such as confidence, are combined. The equation below can be used to 

solve it (2) 5) Calculation of the confidence value for 2-itemset association rules, then 

the minimal confidence, and finally the final association calculation.  



 

6) Lift Ratio: The lift ratio is a measure to find out the strength of the association rule has 

formed. The lift ratio value is used to determine whether the association rule is valid or 

not.Testing using RapidMiner In this stage, testing is carried out, aiming at: a) FP-Growth 

and the influence of little support on the number of frequent item-sets created in the a 

priori method b) Analyzing the effect of minimum confidence on the number of rules 

generated based on frequent itemset c) To find out the strength of the association rules 

that have been formed through the lift ratio The results of the analysis of the effect of 

minimum support and minimum confidence on frequent itemset can be seen in Table VI 

TABLE VI. FREQUENT ITEMSET APRIORI ALGORITHM Min Confidence Min Support 30% 

60% 85% 50% - - - 70% - - - 90% - - 30 TABLE VII.  

 

FREQUENT ITEMSET FP-GROWTH ALGORITHM Min Confidence Min Support 30% 60% 

85% 50% 1023 731 137 70% 1023 731 137 90% 1023 731 137 Tables VI and VII show 

that the numbers of frequent item-sets produced by the two algorithms have 

differences. In the Apriori algorithm, the frequent itemset results can only be generated 

if the min support is 85% and the min confidence 90% is 30. In the FP-Growth algorithm, 

the frequent itemset results can be formed in various min support and min confidence. 

It is presented in Table VII that the most frequent itemset is generated from the smallest 

minimum support, which is 30%, while the least frequent itemset is from the minimum 

support of 85%.  

 

It is because the minimum support value is a reference in calculating an item set. Thus, 

the higher the minimum support used, the less frequent itemset will be generated. 

TABLE VIII. NUMBER OF RULES FROM APRIORI ALGORITHM Min Confidence Min 

Support 30% 60% 85% 50% - - - 70% - - - 90% - - 10 TABLE IX. NUMBER OF RULES 

FROM FP-GROWTH ALGORITHM Min Confidence Min Support 30% 60% 85% 50% 5950 

4442 986 70% 5592 4306 986 Itemset Frequent Support A17, A5 36 0.030 A17, A1 24 

0.026 A17, A11 25 0.027 A17, A4 20 0.022 A17, A15 29 0.032 A17, A2 23 0.025 A17, B4 

22 0.024 A5, A1 37 0.040 A5, A11 29 0.032 A5, A4 25 0.027 A5, A15 21 0.023 A5, A2 49 

0.054 A5, B4 19 0.021 A1, A11 43 0.047 A1, A4 36 0.039 A1, A15 33 0.036 A1, A2 55 

0.060 A1, B4 30 0.033 A11, A4 28 0.031 A11, A15 30 0.033 A11, A2 38 0.042 A11, B4 28 

0.031 A4, A15 37 0.040 A4, A2 28 0.031 A4, B4 29 0.032 A15, A2 32 0.032 A15, B4 27 

0.029 A2, B4 24 0.026 2021 IEEE 5th International Conference on Information 

Technology, Information Systems and Electrical Engineering (ICITISEE) 147 Authorized 
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X. COMPARISON OF FP-GROWTH AND APRIORI RULE RESULT (MIN SUPPORT 85% AND 



MIN CONFIDENCE 90%) Table VIII and Table IX present the results of comparing the 

number of rules generated in the two algorithms. In the Apriori algorithm, ten rules are 

developed at a minimum support of 85% and minimum confidence of 90%.  

 

Unlike the case with the FP-Growth algorithm, for every increase in the value of the 

minimum support and minimum confidence tested, the rules formed are decreasing. In 

this test, the high minimum support and minimum confidence used will generate fewer 

rules. Furthermore, testing is carried out on the lift ratio results for each rule formed. In 

this test, we only take the rule formed from minimum support of 85% & a minimum of 

90% confidence in Table X. The table presents the three rules with a lift ratio greater 

than 1 (lift ratio > 1), which means the resulting rule is valid.  

 

In the two algorithms above, there are differences in each of the resulting rules. It is 

determined by the difference between the concepts of the Apriori method and 

FP-Growth in determining the frequent itemset. In addition, there are also differences in 

the confidence results formed where the Apriori algorithm can reach 1. In contrast, the 

FP-Growth algorithm has the highest confidence value of 0.911. A confidence value that 

is higher or equal to 1 indicates the level of certainty of the occurrence of several 

products being purchased concurrently where one product is purchased.  

 

Overall, from the rules formed between yahoo Apriori and FP-Growth, it is known that if 

A11, A2 products are purchased, A1 products will also be purchased concurrently. Fig. 2. 

A Graph Experiment Result of FP-Growth Fig. 3. A Graph Experiment Result of Apriori V. 

CONCLUSION The pattern of customer behavior in an e-Shop obtained from weblog 

data can be identified through association rules. According to the research results using 

the Apriori and FP algorithms, three rules have a high level of rule association for each 

algorithm. The consumer will purchase certain products concurrently.  

 

For example, if products A11 and A2 are purchased, product A1 will be purchased as 

well. Knowing the product information purchased can help business owners increase 

sales on certain products in high demand among customers. It would be beneficial to 

continue the experiment in the future by comparing consumer groups. REFERENCES [1] 
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